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5.4 Development of a Human Collaborative Mobile Robot System

N. Ishikawa, Y. Furukawa* and K. Suzuki

(E-mail: ishikawa@clsu3aO.tokai.jaeri.go.jp)

Autonomous mobile robot is widely studied in the robotics research field to realize a

self-consistent system for performing given tasks in the unstructured environment.

Autonomous mobile robot recognizes the environment by external sensors to correct the pre-

assigned action if the environmental change is occurred. In order to correct the action

dynamically based on the sensory information, however, sophisticated AI techniques such as

environment recognition and action planning have to be adopted. In nuclear facilities, we

have to especially place careful consideration on safety, reliability and ability of taking

urgent action in emergency. Considering these points, we have developed a "human

collaborative robot system" in which human assistance is incorporated to improve rapidity

and reliability of task performancel). The system is constructed by adding interfacing

functions for human assistance to ordinary autonomous robotic system. The configuration of

the system is shown in Fig.5.4.1.

We demonstrate the feasibility of the system for inspecting patrol of nuclear power

plants under the mock-up environment as shown in Fig.5.4.2. Figure 5.4.3 depicts the path

for the demonstration of inspecting patrol. In this demonstration human assists the robot

navigation when the obstacle avoidance is necessitated and a closer approach to the plant

component is required to get more detailed TV image for inspection. Demonstration scenario

and execution results are as follows:

1) Prior to the patrol we generate the sequence of the navigation commands by assigning the

path on the map. (Fig.5.4.4).

2) Sending the navigation command sequence to the interpreter the robot starts to run

autonomously.

3) The robot stops at the inspection point and gets the image for inspection by TV camera

(Fig.5.4.5). These images are transferred to the host computer and indicated on its display

(Fig.5.4.6).
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4) In case obstacles are detected on the path the robot stops (Fig.5.4.7), and indicates some

message on the display to get necessary assistance (Fig.5.4.8). The operator navigates the

robot for obstacle avoidance to the place where the robot can take autonomous action of

returning to the nominal path and continue the inspecting patrol.

Through this demonstration we show that this system serves for effective human-machine

interface for human collaborative task performance.
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Fig. 5.4.1 System configuration.

Fig. 5.4.2 Mock-up environment.
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navigation assistance

Fig. 5.4.3 Path for the demonstration.

Fig. 5.4.4 Path assignment on the map.

Fig. 5.4.5 Stopping at the inspection point.

Fig. 5.4.6 Displaying the TV image.

Fig. 5.4.7 Stopping by obstacle detection.

Fig.5.4.8 Indication of obstacle detection
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